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Ice cold cowl 

   

My kid has outgrown his cowls I made him a few years ago and it was time for a new. I dared 

to make it with yarn 100 % wool as this yarn I unbelievable soft! The yarn is Phil Alaska from 

Phildar, and makes up really quickly. This is a supereasy pattern, just knit and purl. I made it 

with circularknitting needles (because I hate sewing together, and avoid it as much as I can), 

but you can make it on straight needles too, and sew it together. Just remember that every 

other row will be reversed from when knitting in the round. This size works for adults as 

well. 

Material  

Yarn: Phildar Phil Alaska, 1 ball of each: blue (touareg nr 500108) and white (ecru nr 500108) 

Knitting needles: 40 cm long circular needles 9 mm. 

Gauge: 10 sts/10 cm. 

Size: Fits both adult and kid (from 5 year old) and is simple to make any size you want. 

Other stuff: Yarnneedle to sew in threads with. 

Start:  
If you want to you can measure the head’s circumference of the person who’ll use the cowl. 

My kid’s head is 53 cm and I made the cowl that size. To calculate the number of stitches to 

cast on: (circumference of head * gauge)/10, that is for me: (53 * 10)/10 = 53 sts to cast on. 

With blue: Cast on 53 sts (or the number you got) on circularneedles 9 mm.  

Knit the following rounds: 

Blue: knit 1 round, purl 1 round, knit 1 round. (=Garter stitch) 

White: knit 3 rounds (stockinette stitch) 

Blue: knit 2 rounds. 
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White: knit 8 rounds. 

Blue: knit 2 rounds. 

White: Knit 3 rounds. 

Blue: knit 1 round, purl 1 round, knit 1 round (=garter stitch) 

Cast off using blue.  

Sew in all threads. 
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